Birthday Cooking Classes – In My Own Kitchen Junior
Birthday parties are created with your child in mind. If they like to make it then
we create a menu and party to suit!
Included as standard:
-

Ingredients
Recipes
Use of aprons
Utensils and consumables (patty cases, boxes, decorating items)

Options:
1. Pizzeria: Make your own pizzas and pizza scrolls
Dough will be premade to allow kids to top and bake. They will then proceed to
make a smaller batch of dough to roll out into scrolls to take home or enjoy
2. Biscuits: Make a variety of fun biscuits to eat and share
Biscuit dough is premade. Kids are able to mix in ingredients to make different
flavours or roll out and top. Possible varieites include jam drops, chocolate
chip, chocolate, freckles, m&m’s, sprinkles
3. Cupcakes: Ice and decorate vanilla or chocolate cupcakes
Kids will bake a small amount of cupcakes and decorate pre made ones whilst
they are cooking. They are then able to decorate the ones they have baked
when cool
Advanced decorating styles available with piping bags and fondant shapes for
an extra $5 per child
4. Sushi: Roll and cut you own delicious sushi
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Kids are able to cut up and mix ingredients for their own sushi rolls. Rice is
pre-cooked and kids will be able to roll three individual rolls before cutting into
serving pieces to enjoy.
5. Gourmet Burgers: Roll and cook your own delicious patties
Kids will make their own delicious gourmet burger patties. Choose from beef,
chicken or vegetarian. They then cut and assemble salads for their buns and
enjoy
6. Mexican: Burritos or Nachos
Kids will make Mexican style beef mince to top on corn chips to make
individual nachos or roll in a tortilla for a delicious burrito. Vegetarian and
chicken options available.
Classes are $35 per child for a Saturday booking – there is a minimum of 6
children and maximum of 10 required for each booking.Sundays/Public
holidays incur a surcharge and are $40 per child with minimum 8 children.
Classes are held in the birthday child’s home – I bring everything included to
you. Whilst the children may have fun making a mess during the lesson rest
assured I leave the kitchen as if I was never there! Classes are approximately
one hour in length from set up.
Please be aware that travel cost may apply depending on location – any areas
more than 30 minutes from Brisbane North (Everton Park) will incur a minimum
$15 travel surcharge depending on km’s. Please enquire for exact quote.
Please note that whilst In My Own Kitchen operates to the highest hygiene and
food safety standards, no liability is accepted for allergens. We do not operate
out of a coeliac friendly or nut free kitchen. Some traces may be found on
equipment even when not present in the recipes or items to be prepared.
Bookings are made at the risk of the individual.
For more ideas and bookings, please contact Luisa on 0423 450 363 or email
inmyownkitchen@gmail.com
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